February 21, 2012

Dear Ms. Canada:

RE: Invitation to receive Award!

As the Founder and President of Women Empowered To Achieve The impossible (WETATi), it is my distinct pleasure and privilege to request your honor and presence to receive a WETATi Award as a Trailblazer and giving a new meaning to the word “fight for my child” with the true Inspirational Spirit of the Phoenix at our Inaugural Presentation and Celebration to take place on Saturday, March 24, 2012 at the Martin’s Crosswinds in Greenbelt, Maryland; from 9am to 4pm.

WETATi was founded to Advance and Challenge women to DARE to achieve their “impossible”— whatever it is that they once thought and/or were told was “impossible” in life. It is a very unique and empowered women membership organization that is dedicated to challenging and inspiring women to DARE to achieve their ‘impossible’ regardless of their socio-economic status, geographical or other limitations. With WETATi, women are challenged to become a force for good in our world using several well thought out life-changing and personal development programs in our community, in conjunction with the several joint venture programs we are partnered with and the ones we will forge in the future to help them expand their horizons and achieve their impossible.

Our goal is to reach and empower two million women in the next two years. It may be a lofty goal, but we DARE to say it is achievable! Now, I humbly ask that you accept the WETATi Award on behalf of your fellow WETATians; as we boldly strive to make WETATi a reality for women all over the world as they DARE to unpack their dreams, renew their visions; and to take chances to be the best that they can possibly be for themselves, their families, and their global communities.

As a woman of your stature and caliber, having overcome so many innumerable obstacles and challenges to achieve what others may never DARE to attempt in their lifetimes, which in WETATi language, we call you, a WETATian- meaning: a woman who has achieved her impossible. For all intents and purposes you are an epitome of what WETATi stands for and the main reason WETATi was born.

For you to accept this invitation to receive this Award at this event that is going to be well attended by the kinds of women (expecting about 200-250 women) who admire your courage and tenacity to achieve your impossible; but also uplift and empower other women to do the same, will give
WETATi the much needed validation and impetus it needs to achieve its impossible in its attempt to help other women around the world to do the same.

I heartily thank you for being a source of inspiration that you have become for women in America and around the world who DARE to achieve their impossible.

We sincerely thank you for accepting this honor and award at our event. Please visit our website at www.wetati.com to learn more about our organization.

Sincerely,

Margaret Dureke

Margaret Dureke, JD
Founder & President
margaret@wetati.com
301-326-6468